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GLASGOW 

AND WEST OF 
SCOTLAND 

SOCIETY FOR 
THE BLIND 

17 January 1996 

The Chief Executive 
North  ianarkshir? Couzcil 

Civic Centre 
Motherwell ML1 1TW 

P 0 Box 14 

2 QUEENS CRESCENT, 
GLASGOW, G4 9BW 
TEL: 0141-332 4632 

Dear S i r  

REPRESENTATION ON THE BOARD OF GLASCdW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND 
SOCIETY FOR TKE BLIND 

To date the Society has been fortunate in having two 
representatives from Strathclyde Regional Region on its Board of 
3irectors - presently these are Tom Farrell, the Chair of the 
Education Cornittee and Elliot Gray, a member of Ehe Social work 
Committee. Cn the winding up of Strathclyde Region the Society 
will continue to work in the area previously covered by 
Strathclyde Region - thus, all of the new Local Authorities will 
be within the area of the Glasgow and West of Scotland Society 
for the Blind and the Society is keen to ensure that services to 
visually impaired people are maintained and improved over the 
last few years of the decade. 

I write Eo you to-ask if an elected.menQer from your authority 
could S e  forwardet! to join %he Board of the Society. This is 
essential from our point of view in xaintaining good links with 
the Local Authorities and also ta provide a two way channel of 
information and communication whereby a service to visually 
impaired people can be maintained. It would be,obviously, in our 
interest to have someone who has concem for a visual impairment 
or disability and who would be -ixvolved in the Social Work 
Cornittee. The Society is well aware that Strathclyde Region 
will be replaced by a number of new Local Authorities and it 
would not be possible for the Society's Board to take on one 
representative from eaiCh 3: the new Loczl Authorities. We would 
suggest that the new Local Authrities .in the o ld  county of 
Lanarkshire should collaborate, should they so agree, and forward 
us one representative to cover the whole, of that old county. On 
a ro t a  basis this mighr ei-iange every three years, 
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I would ask that you consider this situation and I would be very 
happy to discuss it in detail should you wish any further 
information. 

Our Board meetings occur 4 times a year on the last Thursday in 
February, May, August and November. 

I look forward to hearing from you on this matter. 

Yours sincerely, 

F,? Dr Alan Foster 
Chief Executive Officer 


